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Family Ties

The concept of ‘family ties’ has been used in a variety of contexts to speak to a common theme of shared 
intimacy and bonds between family members. Family Ties explores the artists Belinda Harrow, Jennifer 
McRorie, Elizabeth Munro, and Wendy Winter’s familial bonds through the medium of embroidery and 
fibre-based artworks. Here the threads of an embroidery symbolize the links we share with the ones we 
call family. 

Halifax based artist Elizabeth Munro creates embroidered and surface manipulated non-objective ‘por-
traits’ of her parents that include audio elements to convey impressions of her parents from childhood; 
providing a nuanced concept of a portrait filtered through the subjective experience of one person’s 
memory. In an interview Munro elaborated: “I’m interested in manufacturing tactile portraits that repre-
sent not my actual parents, but the representation of the memories that I have constructed of them from 
childhood experiences. When you are a kid, a lot of your experiences are new and also centered around 
your home/family life, so even something like a pair of shorts that your dad wore, or an album your mom 
used to listen to a lot influence your understanding of the world and in this example, your parents.” Heav-
ily worked maximal surfaces of embroidery thread, pom-poms, and beads depict Munro’s two cats, a rep-
resentation of the non-human relationships that also hold place in our family structures. 

Regina based artist Belinda Harrow reproduces photographs of her maternal grandmother at different 
ages into embroideries on felt, with the final work featuring a portrait of her mother holding Harrow as 
a baby. Harrow has always been fascinated by her grandmother, noting that she was a creative; writing 
poetry, playing the violin, wanting to be a writer, but had grown up during the Great Depression and 
therefore did not have the same opportunities afforded to women now. Each portrait represents the age 
and phase of life of her grandmother that is aided symbolically with the addition of animals. The cream 
felt background features black simple line drawing style embroidery with flourishes of colour in select 
areas of the work. In this series Harrow ponders the similarities she feels with her maternal grandmother; 
though she never really knew her grandmother, she did find her diaries in a suitcase in her aunt’s house in 
New Zealand, opening a window into the private thoughts of a distant figure. Here the threads grow taut, 
drawing the artist and relative close together. 

Moose Jaw based artist Jennifer McRorie recreates her daughter’s drawings in embroidery thread on raw 
canvas in a series titled She Will Make Her Own Mark. Accompanying these are embroideries of DNA, 
chromosomes, and encoded cells created using the same technique. McRorie states in a written interview 
that “I was compelled to make this series of work as I wanted to honour my daughter, who was born with 
a genetic disorder, to recognize her voice, abilities and creativity. I love her drawings, her wonderful ex-
pression of line and so by embroidering her drawings, I’m acknowledging that even though she is marked 
by her genetics or biology, she will make her own mark, hence the title of the series.” McRorie’s marks 
and titles intertwine with her daughter’s in Diverse Neural Pathways/ A Pig Wearing Glasses and Imagined 
Potential/ It’s A Treasure Map. These works embody the relationship of the artist and daughter through 
genetic connection and the interweaving of mark making.

Wendy Winter is a Regina based artist who uses embroidery on vintage and upcycled fabrics to interpret 
her daily life and personal philosophy. Speaking to her works in the Odyssey series, Winter writes in her 
artist statement “These four interrelated pieces started as one large reclaimed cloth that I covered with 
various rusted objects and left outside for about two months. I then sectioned the cloth and transferred a 
photo of a young girl and a Raven onto the first section. I was embarking on a four-month adventure trav-
eling primarily through New Mexico. As I travelled, I stitched: this was my beginning. I developed a work-
ing methodology. This included a ‘don’t over think it, just do it’ approach. So, as I thought of something, 
rather than analyzing how it would suit the aesthetic of the piece, I just went ahead. For the most part my 
process was intuitive. I was also constantly on the lookout for raw materials. I have a sustainable art 
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practice that I can employ using only second-hand, vintage fabrics, linens, threads and found materials.” 
Winter’s practice can be described as autobiographical and as the chronicling of a narrative. She observes: 
“My ‘odyssey’ speaks to innocence, intention and recognizing one’s insecurities. I have stitched into the 
work a great tragedy and its incumbent sorrows. There is a battle between the constant chatter of an un-
quieted mind in the presence of a sentient being. And there is spirit and hope. All of my work has stories. I 
have stories about being a parent and a grandparent and the frustration that I cannot protect my children 
from the larger life-problems we have created. And I have stories of my personal quest for a more spiritual 
life.”

The artists in this exhibition use embroidery and fibre-art techniques in different ways to consider the 
complexities of the bonds with our families and those we call kin. Textiles have an inherent ability to make 
us feel warm, safe, cared for; they offer familiarity. This familiarity is the underpinning of the exhibition, 
demonstrating the weight of family connection. 

-Zoë Schneider 
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Vocabulary

Biology: the behavior, and other qualities of a particular organism (person or animal)

Collaboration: the action of working with someone to produce or create something

Collage: a piece of art made by sticking different materials together

Complex: something that is difficult or not easy to understand

DNA: is the hereditary material in organisms (person or animal)

Embellish: to make (something) more interesting by adding decoration

Embroidery: to create a picture or words with needle and thread on a piece of fabric or cloth

Expression: to make one’s feelings or thoughts known 

Fabric: cloth produced by weaving or knitting 

Fabrication: a construction; the act of making or building something

Familial: relating to or occurring in a family 

Fibre Art: art made from cloth, yarn or other textiles

Genetics: properties or characteristics of an organism (person or animal)

Genetic Disorder: a disease caused in whole or in part by a change in the DNA sequence

Hue: is the traditional color name given to a specific wavelength of light

Maternal: related through the mother’s side of the family

Monochromatic: containing or using only one colour

Narrative: a story

Non-objective: not recognizable

Nuanced: subtle meaning

Philosophy: a particular way of thinking about something
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POSSIBLE CURRICULAR CONNECTIONS

Kindergarten
CHK.1 Investigate arts expressions found in own 
homes and school community in relation to own 
lives
CRK.1 Respond to arts expressions verbally and non-
verbally (e.g. through movement or drawing).
CPK.4 Create art works that express own 
observations and ideas about the world.

Grade 1
CH1.1 Describe the arts and cultural traditions found 
in own home and school community.
CR1.1 Demonstrate understanding that the arts are a 
way of expressing ideas.
CR1.2 Investigate and describe various reasons for 
creating arts expressions.
CP1.7 Investigate a variety of formal and informal 
patterns in art works and the environment, and 
apply observations to own work.
CP1.8 Create art works that express own ideas and 
explore different forms (e.g., painting, drawing, 
printmaking) and media (paint, found objects).

Grade 2
CR1.1 Examine arts expressions to determine how 
ideas for arts expressions may come from artists’ 
own communities
CH2.1 Identify key features of arts and cultural 
traditions in own community.
CP2.7 Create visual art works that draw on 
observations and express ideas about own 
communities.
CP2.8 Create art works using a variety of visual art 
concepts (eg, secondary colors), forms (eg, collage, 
drawing, painting, sculpture, mobile, traditional art), 
and media (eg, paper, found objects, paint, crayons).

Grade 3
CR3.1 Describe ideas and problem-solving processes 
used in own arts expressions.
CR3.2 Respond to arts epressions that use the 
environment (natural, constructed, imagined) as 
inspiration.
CH3.1 Compare how arts expressions from various 
groups and communities may be a reflection of 
their unique environment (eg, North and South 
Saskatchewan, urban and rural).

Grade 5
CH5.3 Analyze and describe how arts and pop 
culture expressions convey information about the 
time and place in which they were created.
CP5.8 Create art works using a variety of visual art 
concepts (eg, positive space), forms (eg, graphic 
design, photography), and media (eg, mixed media, 
paint).

Grade 6
CH6.1 Investigate how personal, cultural, or regional 
identity may be reflected in arts expressions.
CP6.10 Create visual art works that express ideas 
about identity and how it is influenced (eg, factors 
such as pop culture, cultural heritage, peer groups, 
personal and family interests, gender).
CP6.11 Investigate and use various visual art forms, 
images, and art-making processes to express ideas 
about identity.
CP6.12 Demonstrate increased skills and problem-
solving abilities in a variety of visual art media.
CR6.2 Investigate and identify ways that the arts can 
express ideas about identity.
CR6.3 Examine arts expressions and artists of various 
times and places.

Grade 4
CR4.1 Analyze how dance, drama, music, and visual 
art works represent unique ideas and perspectives. 
CR4.2 Respond throughtfuly to a variety of  
contemporary Saskatchewan arts expressions.
CH4.1 Invesitgate and share discoveries about the 
arts in Saskatchewan through collaborative inquiry.
CP4.7 Create visual art works that express own ideas 
and draw on sources of inspiration from Saskatche-
wan.
CP4.8 Create art works using a variety of visual art 
concepts (eg, organic shapes), forms (eg, kinetic 
sculpture, mural), and media (eg, wood, wire, and 
found objects).

CP3.8 Create art works using a variety of visual 
art concepts (eg, contour lines), forms (eg, 
drawing, sculpture), and media (eg, pencils, 
pastels, found objects).
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Grade 7
CH7.1 Investigate how artists’ relationship to place 
may be reflected in their work.
CH7.3 Investigate and identify a variety of factors 
that influence artists, their work, and careers.
CP7.12 Use image-making skills, tools, techniques, 
and problem-solving abilities in a variety of visual 
art media.
CR7.3 Examine and describe how arts expressions 
of various times and places reflect diverse 
experience, values, and beliefs.

Grade 8 
CP8.10 Create visual art works that express 
student perspectives on social issues (eg, poverty, 
racism, homophobia, sustainability).
CP8.11 Select and use appropriate forms, 
technologies, images, and art-making processes 
to express student perspectives on social issues.
CP8.12 Solve visual art problems using a variety of 
processes and media.
CH8.1 Research and share insights about arts 
expressions that incorporate social commentary.
CH8.4 Examine and respond to the work of artists 
who incorporate more than one art form in their 
work (eg, combining poetry and music).
CR8.2 Investigate and identify ways that today’s 
arts expressions often reflect concern for social 
issues.
CR8.3 Investigate and identify how arts 
expressions can reflect diverse worldviews.

Grade 9
CR9.3 Investigate and identify how arts 
expressions can challenge thinking about values, 
ideas, and beliefs.
CP9.10 Create visual art works to express 
perspectives and raise awareness about a topic of 
concern to youth.
CP9.11 Select and use appropriate forms, 
technologies, images, and art-making processes 
to convey ideas about a topic of concern to youth.
CP9.12 Solve visual art problems in new and 
unfamiliar ways.
CH9.3 Investigate diversity of artistic ideas, styles, 
and media in contemporary arts expressions

Visual Art 10-20-30
CP10.1 Initiate and develop ideas for art works that 
explore a variety of elements, design principles and 
image development strategies.
CP10.2 Demonstrate, through practice, a variety 
of drawing / mark making techniques, skills and 
compositional strategies using a range of media, to 
communicate ideas.
CP10.3 Experiment with various art practices (eg, 
drawing, painting, crafting, printmaking, digital tech-
nologies, sculpture, installation) to develop new or 
unique ideas.
CP10.4 Use inquiry to create a work of art inspired 
by the work of Saskatchewan artists. 
CP20.1 Engage in artistic risk-taking with ideas, 
media and image development strategies to achieve 
meaning. 
CP20.4 Use inquiry to create a work of art inspired 
by the work of national and / or international artists. 
CR20.1 Identify and analyze criteria for critiquing 
and valuing various forms of visual art.
CR20.2 Analyze factors (eg, inspiration, technology, 
culture, environment, events, government policies) 
that influence art-making practices around the 
world, past and present.
CR20.3 Reflect on, and critically respond to, self and 
peer art works in progress to enhance ideas and 
convey meaning. 
CP30.1 Purposefully select and manipulate media 
and image development strategies to express ideas 
demonstrating personal style and voice.
CP30.2 Independently plan and create art works, in 
selected media and forms, demonstrating personal 
voice and artistic growth.
CP30.3 Demonstrate ability to innovate and take 
risks using familiar and unfamiliar art-making pro-
cesses and techniques.
CP30.4 Use inquiry to create art work inspired by 
Canadian artists whose work responds to socially 
relevant topics (eg, sustainability, social justice, di-
versity and inclusion). 
CR30.3 Critically reflect on choice of discipline, 
content and media in the development of own voice 
and style.
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Pre-tour Activities (classroom setting)
Ideas to Introduce the Exhibition

The following activities may be used as pre-tour activities to introduce concepts presented in the exhibition. 
They have been developed according to the Saskatchewan Arts Education Curriculum for grades K – 12. They 
are intended to inspire your group to respond through creative reflection and expression and to compliment 
their viewing and learning experiences.

Pre-tour Activity #1: 

Recycled Fabric Portrait Collages (Grade K-5)

Students will create a portrait of a loved one using scraps of fabric from old clothes. They may also choose 
to make a self-portrait. 

Objectives: Using vintage or second hand clothing to introduce themes of recycling and repurposing. 
Students will create a colourful self-portrait or portrait of a family member. 

Materials:
o Recycled clothing and fabric
o Glue
o Scissors
o Bristle board 
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Pre-tour Activity #2:

Heart Shaped Pin Cushion (Grade 6-12)

Students will create their own pin cushion, that they can take home with needle, thread and pins. This 
will provide them with their own tools at home for mending.

Objectives: To learn to cut out, pin and sew fabric. This project involves use of a sewing machine and 
hand sewing.

Materials:
• Each student requires two 20 cm square pieces of fabric
• Thread (for machine and hand sewing)
• Needle for hand sewing
• Pins
• 2 sewing machines (provided by volunteer parents who can assist students with sewing)
• batting (stuff the pin cushion).
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1. Students use 20 x 20 cm piece of paper to draw out a heart shape pattern. Each pin cushion will be 
different if the students draw their own hearts, rather than following a single pattern. Cut out the paper 
heart.

2. Trace the paper heart pattern onto the 2 pieces of 20 x 20 cm fabric. You can use a disappearing 
fabric pen, or a pencil. 
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3. Then remove the paper pattern and pin the two pieces of fabric together. 

4. Machine sew the heart shape into the fabric. Leave a 5-6 cm section unsewn.
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5. Trim extra fabric off. 

6. Turn the fabric inside out.
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7. Stuff the cushion with batting.

8. Hand-sew the cushion closed.



The Tour
Questions and Conversations:
Visit the exhibition. Give your students time to look closely at the artwork in this exhibition then ask the 
following questions to your students to generate conversation and encourage closer examination:

1: Materials: 
• How does using a vintage piece of fabric different that using a brand new piece of fabric? 
o  Vintage fabric was used previously for a different function. 
o  A piece of denim may have been a pair of jeans; a piece of lace could have been a tablecloth.
o  There could be stains or marks that indicates the fabric is old and special.
• Why would an artist want to use old or recycled materials to create art?
o  These fabrics may have belonged to the artist or their family members.
o  These vintage fabrics may come from a different time, 20, 30 or even 50 years ago.
• Thread, fabric and felt are all materials that are often used to make clothing and items for the home. 
Why do you think these artists wanted to use these materials to make art? Rather than paint, canvas, paper 
or pencil?

Elizabeth Munro: “When you are a kid, a lot of your experiences are new and centred around your home/
family life, so even something like a pair of shorts that your dad wore, influence your understanding of the 
world and your understanding of your parents…I am trying to create artwork that captures this dynamic 
quality of a childhood memory in adulthood.”

2. Story telling in artwork:
• Do any of the artworks in this exhibition tell a story? Have a student point out an example.
o  What is happening this this artwork?
o  Is the story easy to understand or difficult? 
• Do any of the artworks in this exhibition cause confusion? 
• Do you think that any of the people in these artworks were real people? Or made up by the artist? 
Why?

Belinda Harrow: “I made this series of embroideries to tell the life story of my maternal grandmother. They 
are based on photographs of her at different ages: 7, 17, 27, 37 and 67. I never knew my grandmother. 
Embroidery is a slow process; by stitching these portraits I was getting to know her better.”

Wendy Winters: “I stitch on cloth, mostly vintage, that I have repurposed, rusted, dyed, manipulated, and 
painted. I am stitching the stories of my life. I am stitching with purpose, hoping to capture some truths 
about the human condition.” 

3. Collaboration and inspiration:
• Why do you think this exhibition is called “Family Ties”?
o  Elizabeth Munro is making abstract portraits of her parents
o  Belinda Harrow has created 5 portraits of her grandmother, the 6th and last artwork is of her 
mother and herself as a child
o  Jennifer McRorie is creating embroideries based on her daughter’s drawings
o  Wendy Winter is telling stories inspired by her experience being a parent and grandparent
• Where do you think artists get their ideas?
• Do you ever make drawings or paintings about your family? Why?
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Jennifer McRorie: “I was compelled to make this series of work as I wanted to honour my daughter, who 
was born with a genetic disorder, to recognize her voice, abilities and creativity. I’ve been selecting and 
saving my daughter’s drawings to then translate them into embroidery.  It’s rewarding to work on this 
project, to showcase my daughter’s drawings, and, in a sense, engage in this collaboration with her.”

4. Time (sewing and embroidery process):
• Do you think the artworks were quick to make? Or slow to make? Why?
• Have you ever sewed something by hand? 
• Have you ever sewed something with a sewing machine? 
• Which method did you like more? Why?
• Which of these artworks was made with a sewing machine and which were made by hand sewing?
• Why do you think the artist chose to work the way they did? 
• Some of these artworks look very tidy, others messy with frayed fabric and thread. Which do you 
like more? Why? 

Elizabeth Munro: “I love embroidery as a drawing tool. It allows me to apply colour, texture, and sculptural 
elements to my work, but the nature of the application forces me to slow down, and work through 
the process. Drawing with pencils or paints can be extremely expressive, but I find that I am rushing to 
produce an image. Embroidery allows me to be as informed by the medium as the work progresses.”

5. Birds and Animals:
• Two of the artists in the show have included animals and birds in their artwork. Why do you think 
they included birds and animals?
• Which specific birds and animals to you recognize in these artworks?
o  Fox
o  Sparrow
o  Geese
o  Rabbit
o  Raven
• Are there any that you don’t recognize?

Wendy Winters: “Almost all my pieces include birds. I love the little embroidered birds; they immediately 
conjure up nature, beauty and a life of quiet contemplation.”
Belinda Harrow: “Animals have always had a strong presence in my artistic practice. In this series every bird 
and animal has a special meaning. In Twenty Seven my grandmother is a nurse during WWII and she meets 
her soon to be husband, a New Zealand officer named Len Fox. After the war she moves to New Zealand, 
so the later portraits feature New Zealand birds.”
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Tour Activities 
Blind Contour Drawing (all ages)

Students draw portraits of each other, using the blind contour technique. 

Objectives: Blind contour drawing requires concentration and focus. Emphasis is on looking at the sub-
ject, rather than creating a realistic drawing. The pencil does not lift from the page, so the line becomes 
like a long continuous thread. The drawings become abstract, are fun to create and usually result in 
amusing results.
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Materials:
o Paper
o Pencil
o tape

1. Students are put into pairs.
2. Sitting opposite each other on the floor, paper is taped down
3. Have all pairs set in place and ready to draw. 
4. Students are not allowed to look at their drawing as they draw. 
5. The paper does not lift from the paper.
6. The students look at each other, and then draw for 5 minutes. Once time is up, they are able to 
look at their drawings. 
7. The length of time-spent drawing can be extended as students become better at focusing. 
8. Rotate pairs. 
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Post-Tour Activities
(for the classroom setting)

The following activities may be used as post-tour activities to review and reflect on concepts presented 
in the exhibition.  They can be made as simple or complex as the interest of the groups require. The skills 
necessary are simple and the emphasis is on creative expression.

Post-Tour Activity #1
Shoelace Embroidery on burlap: (Grade K-5)

Students will experience basic embroidery technique by weaving shoelaces through burlap to create an 
image. Students can be encouraged to make their initials, a heart, or flower depending on age and abili-
ties.

Objective: To create a unique piece of fabric art using embroidery.

Materials: 
o Small wood or plastic embroidery loop (one per student)
o Coloured shoe laces (3-4 per student)
o Burlap
o Paper
o pencil

Students should draw out their image ideas on paper. Younger students may want to draw their image on 
the burlap with a pencil. Older students could work from the paper design.
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Post-Tour Activity #2
Embroidered Family Photograph: (Grade 6 to 12)

Inspired by the art of Victoria Villasana, students will embellish a family photograph (photocopied and en-
larged) with embroidery using wool. 

Objectives: To choose a favourite family photograph and add colour and pattern using embroidery so that 
it evolves into a personalized work of art. 

Materials:
• Original family photograph
• Photocopier
• Glue (spray glue) 
• Bristol board 
• Coloured pencils
• Large sewing needle (used to darn wool)
• Variety of colourful wool

1. Students will choose a family photograph that has special meaning to them
o Students can engage with parents or grandparents during the selection process
o Attention should be paid to the photograph’s narrative and the potential to expand that narrative 
using embroidery 
2. The students will enlarge the photograph on a photocopier, using the black and white copy setting. 
One or two extra copies can be made to use in the design process.
3. The enlarged photocopied image can be mounted on Bristol board using spray glue, to give it 
strength and support. The spray glue process should be done by the teacher in a well-ventilated space or 
using a respirator. You can also use a glue stick (but you might get some bumps or buckling of paper).
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4. Students use coloured pencils on their extra copies to try out different design combinations. Provid-
ing time for the students to create a number of design options will result in a better final artwork.
5. Once the design is selected, they use the needle and wool to embellish their backed photo.

Victoria Villasana (born in Guadalajara, Mexico) is a textile artist, interested in cultures & human spirit, 
looking at how cultures connect to each other. After studying design at ITESO University in Mexico, she 
moved to London where she trained and worked as a florist and fashion stylist.
 
She began making embroidery patterns on top of images as a hobby in 2014. The dynamism in her work 
derives from the way the yarn is left uncut, far below the frame like yet untold stories. Now residing in 
Mexico, she continues to explore this medium through installations, editorial and comercial work collabo-
rating with artists and brands around the world.
https://victoriavillasana.com 
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Family Ties is a group exhibition curated by Zoë Schneider, featuring artists: Belinda Harrow, 
Jennifer McRorie, Elizabeth Munro, and Wendy Winter. It is toured by the Organization 
of Saskatchewan Arts Councils (OSAC) through OSAC’s Arts on the Move Program.

The Organization of Saskatchewan Arts Councils (OSAC) is an umbrella organization 
that enables community arts councils and schools to tour and hold live, professional music 
and theatre performances, visual arts exhibitions, workshops and special events across 
Saskatchewan. OSAC is a Provincial Cultural Organization (PCO), funded by Saskatchewan 
Lotteries. A group of volunteers representing eight arts councils across the province founded 
OSAC in 1968. It has grown since its inception into a vital network of approximately 48 
member arts councils and more than 70 school centre associate members throughout 
Saskatchewan. 2018 marks 50 years of OSAC bringing performing and visual arts to the 
people of Saskatchewan.

Stars for Saskatchewan, Koncerts for Kids and Performing Arts in Schools are touring 
programs to help arts councils in organizing performing arts “series” for both adult and family 
audiences and to help schools to organize performances for Kindergarten to Grade 12 by 
assisting with funding, negotiating and contracting performers.

Visual & Media Arts Program
The Organization of Saskatchewan Arts Councils’ (OSAC) Visual Arts Program offers a number of 
opportunities and services to audiences and artists throughout the province.  Our aim is to develop 
an awareness and appreciation for visual and media arts in the province of Saskatchewan, and to 
assist in the creative and professional development of Saskatchewan visual artists.  
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Since 1975, OSAC’s Arts on the Move program has provided communities throughout the 
province with visual and media arts exhibitions & screenings. Each exhibition is accompanied 
by education materials that compliment the Saskatchewan Education Arts Curriculum, offering 
arts councils, gallery staff and teacher’s strategies and means of engaging youth and audiences 
with the touring exhibitions.  The program annually tours 15 exhibitions of visual and media arts 
to over 50 arts council communities. Exhibitions are curated and organized from partnering 
institutions, from public and corporate collections and from artist and curator submissions.

The Local Adjudications program, partially funded by OSAC and organized by arts councils, 
provides an opportunity for artists to participate in an exhibition, attend professional development 
workshops, have their work critiqued by an adjudicator, and network with their colleagues. Artists, 
who are noted to be accomplished emerging artists at the adjudication by the adjudicator/s, 
will be invited to submit exhibition proposals to OSAC to be considered for a touring exhibition.  
Submissions from artists are juried by a committee of arts professionals, who select works for a 
solo, two-person, three-person or group exhibition, based on a curatorial premise or determined 
theme for the exhibition.  Artists’ works that are chosen by the committee tour throughout the 
province in OSAC’s Arts on the Move program for two years.

The Visual Arts Program Grants offer arts councils funding for adjudications, classes, 
workshops, professional development seminars, exhibition extension activities in response to 
touring exhibitions and exhibition tour guide training.

For further information about our programs:
visit our website www.osac.ca, email us info@osac.ca or call us at (306) 586 1252

Our office is located at 1102 8th Avenue, Regina, SK  S4R 1C9

Funded by:  

                                          


